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Who We Are:
XPOWER Manufacture Inc. brings over 25 years 
of experience developing a family of advanced 
technology products for today’s market. By creating 
a fully integrated design with state-of-the-art 
miniaturization, XPOWER’s innovative pet grooming 
products are high performance, impressively 
lightweight, quiet, and rugged – exactly what is required 
to serve both professional and home groomers.

In partnership with its distributor network, XPOWER 
welcomes new ideas and creative input to develop 
more innovative products for a more profitable and 
long lasting relationship. XPOWER capitalizes on its 
products’ global presence to attract aggressive and 
professional representation.

Precision Manufacturing
Designed with a spirit of innovation, XPOWER pet 
dryers appeal to both groomers and consumers. Their 
efficient motors and maximum airflow allow effective 
drying. External housing are composed of tough ABS 
utilizing the injection mold process.

Engineered with superior motor balancing, XPOWER 
pet dryers are quieter than other force air dryers. 
Industry leading XPOWER finish dryers provide 
advanced motors and control features, making them 
the groomer’s choice.

Global Organization
XPOWER seeks to provide maximum value with a 
combination of superior product quality and service. A 
worldwide presence created manufacturing for both 
115V and 230V equipment for global distribution. US, 
direct import and OEM private label container orders 
enjoy prompt fulfillment from extensive inventory, 
thanks to world-class factory production capacity.

For product or parts assistance, XPOWER’s customer 
service team offers comprehensive support for 
distributors and end users, assuring a first-class customer 
experience.

Industries Served
XPOWER designs and manufactures products that 
have become valuable tools for the pet grooming 
market, inflatable market, Jan/San market, and DIY 
consumer market.

Standards & Safety
XPOWER ensures product safety controls and maintains 
the highest production standards in the industry, 
with thermally protected motors that have globally 
recognized safety certifications.

To assure you of our commitment to quality, all XPOWER 
products come with a 1 year limited manufacturer’s 
warranty.
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At the heart of XPOWER lies a strong desire to make 
every professional pet groomer’s life easier.  XPOWER 
understands that pet grooming is hard labor. The 
amount of devotion required for this profession is 
paramount, not to mention the health issues that 
come associated with many years of continuous work, 
affecting groomers’ hearing, mobility, and lungs.  

In addition, with so many different products on the 
market and not enough time and money to try them 
all, groomers can only rely on recommendations and 
their own experiences to gather a set of tools that may 
not be the best fit for them.

With all these things in mind, XPOWER entered the pet 
grooming world to offer not just a few, but a complete 
series of products to help pet grooming professionals. 
We feel that the most important goal for us to achieve is 
to manufacture safe, high-quality, and affordable tools 
which have synergy, each product complementing 
the other to form a solution for different aspects of pet 
grooming. 

In busy grooming salons, time is the number one 
concern, and XPOWER has designed a solution 
that allows for more efficient drying. The XPOWER 
Professional Grooming Solution provides everything 
that is required for the entire drying process, with 
regard to four following factors:

AIR PRESSURE XPOWER Force Dryers deliver 
air at extremely high speeds, utilizing an efficient and 
balanced motor to produce powerful air pressure, 
rapidly removing the heavy water as soon as pets exit 
their wash from the tub.

HUMIDITY The XPOWER APDS (Air Purification 
and Dehumidification System) removes moisture 
and dander in the environment, improving the 
working environment. The Force Dryers maintain high 
performance as the clean, dry air is delivered back 
through the dryer’s filter system, and drying time is 
effectively reduced with lowered humidity levels.  

PROFESSIONAL GROOMING SHOP SOLUTIONS
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AIR VOLUME XPOWER Cage Dryers produces 
exceptionally high air volume with low pressure to 
continue drying damp pets, while they are kept in 
kennels and/or cages during the peak rush of a busy 
day. The large amount of safe unheated air speeds up 
evaporation and maintains the drying process, freeing 
up groomers to work at the grooming stations. 

HEAT XPOWER is among the first dryer manufacturers 
to offer controllable heat, which is especially useful in 
the latter drying stage where temperature is essential 
to fluff and style. With the XPOWER Finishing Dryers 
and Force Dryers with additional heat, groomers can 
achieve that perfect finish in just the right amount of 
time. 

In our quest to improve the working condition in a 
grooming salon, all XPOWER products are engineered 
to be lightweight and safety certified, and XPOWER 
Force Dryers utilizes a patent which produces 40% 
less noise than competitors. The XPOWER Professional 
Grooming Solution also includes a unique line of Air 
Care equipment, focusing on the two following goals 
to provide a higher quality of life:

CLEAR AIR XPOWER Air Scrubbers clean the 
environment, removing different types of harmful 
pollutants including dander, allergens, and bacteria, 
which are transferred into the air through the air 
movement from drying pets. XPOWER is ever aware 
of the air in which groomers are immersed on a daily 
basis, and as one of the leaders in the pet industry, feel 
that it is vital to emphasize the significance of groomer 
health.  

SCENTED AIR XPOWER Scented Air Movers 
circulate the air at a high rate, and includes a 
refillable scent diffusing cartridge for equipping 
various fragrances. With the Scented Air Mover, every 
groomer has access to the right tool to further elevate 
the customer experience, by filling the grooming salon 
with a pleasant scent in a short period of time.

XPOWER strives to be the one-stop shop for groomers 
of every type, and constantly seeks improvement and 
innovation to offer products that are able to fit the 
demands of the ever-evolving grooming profession. 
Join XPOWER on our quest to make the grooming 
world a better place!
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FILTRATION XPOWER Air Scrubbers are designed with a 
multi-stage air filtration system, which captures not only larger 
particles like hair, but also micro particulates such as dander, 
allergens, odors, and even bacteria. In a sealed environment, 
the XPOWER Air Scrubber creates a vacuum through its intake, 
removing the airborne pollutants and delivering clean air back 
into the environment, lowering the risk of cross-contamination. 

ANIMAL HOUSING SOLUTION
Filtration, temperature, and circulation—these are all 
factors to support a good air quality, which demands 
the attention of every pet hotel, rescue shelter, and 
daycare. It is essential to maintain air quality in animal 
housing, and HVAC systems catered to these facilities 
require additional work, with materials and labor that 
can be quite costly.

In addition to air quality, dryness is equally important 
in an animal housing. Many different products and 
methods are used on a consistent basis to maintain 
a clean environment, and more often than not, 
moisture is left behind for longer than we prefer, 
allowing bacteria and mold to develop.

Utilizing state-of-the-art technology, the XPOWER 
Animal Housing Solution offers a team of equipment 
with regard to these following factors:

Photos courtesy of K9s Only Premier Dog Training Facility, Boarding, & Daycare
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SURFACE DRYING Aside from circulation, XPOWER 
Axial Fans and Air Movers are also used to dry surfaces quickly, 
preventing damp corners which serve as cultivating grounds for 
bacteria, and allowing the space to be safe and available to 
other pets in need within a shorter duration.

CIRCULATION XPOWER Axial Fans and Air Movers is 
the result of 25 years of manufacturing experience, utilizing 
powerful motors and specially engineered fan blades to scoop 
large quantities of air and achieve efficient air circulation. 
When used in conjunction with XPOWER Air Scrubber, or an 
animal housing facility’s native HVAC system, the rate of air 
filtration is increased significantly, consistently keeping the 
indoor air quality fresh. 

TEMPERATURE The XPOWER Misting Fan is developed 
with our concern for pets that engage in outdoor play, or are 
kept in an outdoor area of an animal housing facility where 
the sun is directly affecting the surrounding temperature. The 
Misting Fan attaches to a standard garden faucet to produces 
a thin mist; combined with the directed airflow, the Misting Fan is 
able to cool the environment, ensuring that the pet patrons are 
comfortable in the heat. 
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Professional Grooming
XPOWER provides professional groomers with a full line of pet dryers and accessories for every stage of drying 
and all types of coats, and are used by a wide variety of professional grooming businesses, such as self-serve 
pet-wash, mobile grooming, grooming salons, and show & competition grooming. 

Our vision is to become a valuable resource to pet groomers at any stage of the grooming career, offering our 
expertise in dryer technology and manufacturing experience. Whether you are a student or a master, XPOWER 
is here to provide the best fit for your needs.

In the following section, we will introduce XPOWER’s series of pet grooming tools composed of XPOWER Force 
Dryers, XPOWER Cage Dryers, and industry-leading XPOWER Finishing Dryers. Each professional pet dryer 
features XPOWER’s compact design, efficient motors, and revolutionary advanced technology.
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ETL/CETL As a responsible manufacturer, XPOWER prioritizes our concern 
in the safety of hardworking groomers who believe in our products. 

To show our dedication, XPOWER has undergone an extensive process to test 
our products to the highest standards. We worked closely with a Nationally 
Recognized Testing Laboratory (NRTL) to be thoroughly examined and certified. 

The ETL/CETL Certification Mark is proof that XPOWER products comply with product safety standards in 
North America (US & Canada), and meet the requirements for sale and distribution. 

EASY-CLEAN FILTER SYSTEM
Multiple washable filters keep debris out of the 
motor to maintain maximum performance. Easily 
Accessible through a secure screw-off end cap.

QUIETNESS XPOWER’s patented noise-
reduction system distributes airflow at the intake, 
softening the noise to prevent hearing damage 
and pet anxiety. 

ABS HOUSING A material commonly used 
for protective headgear and medical devices. It 
is injection-molded into an airtight housing that is 
lightweight, durable, and shock-resistant.

POWER There is no better way to achieve robust 
air pressure and high air volume than XPOWER’s 
motors, which are quiet, balanced, and long-lasting.

OUR TECHNOLOGY
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Variable Speed Switch

Variable Speed Switch

B-4

B-24

Model # Pressure Volume Heat Control Weight Noise
B-4

B-24

• XPOWER’s First Variable
   Speed Dryer

• Superb Choice For Novice   
   Groomers and Self-Serve 
   Pet-Wash

• Two Additional Heat Options

• Great For All Groomers!
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The XPOWER B-4 and B-24 Professional Pet Force Dryers are equipped with a single 3 HP motor and the first in 
the XPOWER Force Dryer family to feature variable speed control. The variable speed control allows precise 
adjustments to air pressure and air volume, which is essential to cover the diversity of coat types that are 
encountered every day. As an XPOWER Dryer, the B-4/B-24 is constructed with durable and lightweight ABS 
housing, and produces 40% less noise than the nearest competitor. Both B-4 and B-24 Force Dryers gradually 
produce modest heat from the motor during operation. 

The B-4 is a superb choice as an introductory 
dryer for novice groomers due to its variable 
speed control as well as price point. If you own 
a self-serve pet-wash, the B-4 will allow you to 
be worry-free—with enough power to take on 
pets of all sizes and no additional heat options, 
the B-4 effectively decreases the chance of 
accidental burns from pet parents who may 
not understand how heat is used to dry their 
pets. At less than 11 lbs, this lightweight dryer 
is extremely portable, and will fit the XPOWER 
Wall Mount Kit (WMK) or Stand Mount Kit (SMK).

The B-24’s perfect balance of drying versatility 
and affordability makes it a must-have for 
any grooming salon. It is also a favorite in the 
mobile grooming world; at less than 11 lbs, 
this lightweight dryer is highly portable and 
extremely energy-efficient, using only 12 amps 
of power at maximum. The B-24 features two 
additional heat options, which provides instant 
heat at the flip of the switch. With instant heat, 
you can jump straight to setting the coat and 
drying the damp spots even faster. 
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Model # Pressure Volume Heat Control Weight Noise
B-25

B-27
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B-27

B-25
Variable Speed Switch

Variable Speed Switch

• Energy-Efficient; 12 Amp 
   Draw At Maximum

• Safest Dual Motor Dryer For 
   Mobile Grooming Vans

• Most Powerful XPOWER 
   Force Dryer

• Indispensable As A Tub 
   Dryer For Bathing Area
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Durable Motor

ABS Housing

Filters

Variable Speed

Air Flow

B-27 FORCE DRYER DIAGRAM

XPOWER’s double-motor 
dryers are highly balanced 
and synchronized, offering 
longer motor life, robust air 
pressure, and high CFM.

The XPOWER B-25 and B-27 Professional Pet Force 
Dryers are equipped with dual motors, and ranked 
at the top of the list of XPOWER Force Dryer family in 
air pressure. The variable speed feature controls both 
motors in sync, and allows precise adjustments to air 
pressure and air volume to dry pets of all sizes and coat 
types in minimal time. Both B-25 and B-27 Force Dryers 
gradually produce modest heat from the motor.

The B-25 is a great fit for the grooming station as a 
powerful table dryer to dry pets even faster. With 
two highly balanced and synchronized motors, 
the B-25 offers longer motor life than single motor 
dryers and packs enough air pressure to get the 
heavy water out of a variety of coats. At 12 lbs and 
only drawing a maximum of 12 amps, it is a highly 
portable and energy-efficient double-motor dryer 
that fits into any mobile grooming van.

The B-27 is the most powerful double-motor dryer of 
the XPOWER Force Dryer family. With 6 HP of robust 
air pressure, it is a powerhouse for gross water 
removal on coats of all types, covering pets from 
small to large sizes. The B-27 earned the nickname 
“Super Tub Pro” for none other reason than its 
ability to shine in a grooming salon’s bathing area.
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Model # Pressure Volume Heat Control Weight Noise
B-8

B-8S
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LCD Display,
Heat Control & 

Variable Speed Switch

6X
LONGER LIFE
than conventional

pet dryers

*

B-8/8S

• Maintenance-Free, No Brush 
Changes Required

• Wide Range Of Speed & Heat, 
Suitable For Any Grooming Job

• Most Versatile Force Dryer 
   In The Market

• Digital Motor = No Carbon Dust
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The B-8/B-8S features a single, digital motor which 
is completely brushless, providing groomers with a 
maintenance-free tool that is free from carbon dust. 
Without the need for brush changes, the B-8/B-8S offers 
a lifespan that’s 6X longer than conventional force dryers 
and allows for consistent performance without down-
time.

VARIABLE SPEED & HEAT
The B-8/B-8S offers immense versatility with both variable 
speed and variable heat controls. 

The variable speed control covers the widest range of 
any XPOWER force dryer, from a mighty gust for heavily 
saturated coats all the way down to a gentle, quiet 
stream for sensitive pets.

The variable heat control allows precise adjustment of 
the temperature, which is conveniently displayed on a 
digital screen. Without the friction of carbon brushes, the 
motor does not produce any heat, allowing a stable and 
consistent temperature. The B-8S is capable of achieving 
higher temperatures than the B-8.

The XPOWER B-8 and B-8S Professional Pet Force Dryers 
are the most unique dryers in the XPOWER Force Dryer 
family—simply put, there is no other dryer like it in the 
pet dryer market. 

NEXT-GENERATION MOTOR 
The B-8/B-8S is designed with revolutionary technology 
that serves to address an important and invisible issue 
that every groomer faces: carbon dust. 

Conventional force dryers are equipped with a 
brushed motor and includes consumable parts known 
as carbon brushes. Carbon brushes are exposed 
to friction with every use and wear down over time, 
creating carbon dust.

Carbon dust is expelled by the dryer, and finds its way 
onto a pet’s fur and into lungs. Imagine filing your 
nails or sanding wood, and a gust of wind swept by 
and brought all that dust airborne! Not only would 
breathing become extremely difficult, but the dust 
would stick to any willing surface.

The other pressing issue that you have undoubtedly 
experienced is brush maintenance. A brushed motor 
fails when the brushes are worn out; however, motor 
life may be extended by installing new brushes. 
Oftentimes, brush maintenance causes precious 
down-time in a grooming salon—however, continuous 
use of a dryer with worn brushes result in decrease 
performance and even sparks.  

Brushless SR Motor

Filters

Heat Control

Variable Speed

LCD Display

Air Flow

Carbon brushes wear down 
and are reduced to carbon 
particles known as carbon 
dust. The B-8’s digital motor is 
brushless and carbon dust free.

B-8 FORCE DRYER DIAGRAM
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Model # Pressure Volume Heat Control Weight Noise
B-16

B-16S

ST
AN

D D
RY

ER
S B-16/16S

Variable Heat &
Variable Speed

Washable Stainless 
Steel Mesh & Filter

Tiltable Head Design
with Easy - Lock Handle

Self-Rising Pole with Height 
Adjustment Up to 150cm

Self-Rising Lock 
Mechanism

Foldable Legs

Lockable Wheels

360 ° Rotable Nozzle

Durable ABS Housing

• Highest CFM Of Finishing Dryers In  
   The Market

• Brushless Motor = No Carbon Dust

• Extremely Quiet, Perfect For 
   Sensitive Breeds

• Lightweight & Portable, A Favorite 
   Of Show/Competition Groomers
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Carbon dust is a primary 
byproduct of brushed motors. 
The B-16/B-16S has a brushless 
motor that does not produce 
any carbon dust.

The world is made of atoms, which have both positive and negative 
electrical charge. However, while brushing a pet’s fur, the friction 
removes the negative charges (anions), leaving positive charges 
(cations) behind. Since opposites attract, the positively charged 
fur now sticks to everything else!

The B-16/B-16S has a built-in anion feature that is turned on with the 
power, which neutralizes the positive charge and reduces static.

The B-16/B-16S is equipped with both variable speed and 
heat controls, transforming fluffing into a process which 
can be fine-tuned to perfection. An included stand allows 
hands-free styling, and the anion generator reduces static 
buildup from manual brushing.

Constructed with ABS housing, the B-16/B-16S is the lightest 
stand dryer in its class; combined with foldable legs, it’s 
easily portable without sacrificing performance in air 
volume and temperature. 

The B-16/B-16S is an essential tool for high-end professional 
grooming and preferred by groomers of all types to use for 
in-home appointments, mobile grooming, or competition/
show grooming. The B-16S is capable of achieving higher 
temperatures than the B-16. 

The XPOWER B-16 and B-16S Professional Pet Finishing 
Dryers are the best dryers for a gorgeous styling finish!

Commonly referred to as the “money maker”, the 
B-16/B-16S utilizes the highest CFM of any stand 
dryer as well as fully adjustable variable heat control 
to handle coats which are most difficult to dry, and 
achieve show quality results in the shortest time. 

Both B-16 and B-16S dryers feature a long-lasting 
brushless motor: not only is it free from carbon dust and 
motor heat, but also maintenance-free and quiet. 
An easily accessible filter system includes a fine steel 
mesh screw-off cap and an inner washable soft foam 
filter, which effectively prevents large debris such as 
pet hair from entering the motor and keeps the dryer 
running at peak performance.

WHAT ARE “ANIONS”?
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Model # Pressure Volume Heat Control Weight Noise
X-430TF No Heat

X-800TF No Heat

Adustable MDK 
Air Flow Gates

Multiple Drying 
Kit Hose

FIlters

Control Panel
3 Hr Timer & 3  Speed

ABS Housing

• Essential Time-Management Tool To Help 
   Accommodate More Business

• 3-Hour Timer & Safe, Room-Temperature Air 
   Provides Worry-Free Drying

• 3-Speed Control Effectively Manages 
   High Air Volume

• Multiple-Cage Drying Kit (MDK) Allows  
   Simultaneous Drying Up To 3 Cages
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The XPOWER X-430TF and X-800TF with MDK (Multiple-
Cage Drying Kit) Professional Pet Cage Dryers is a 
vital time-management tool, allowing any grooming 
salon to accommodate more appointments per 
day. The X-430TF/X-800TF is the reigning champion 
in air volume production in the XPOWER Professional 
Grooming line, and delivers safe, room-temperature 
air to protect pets from dehydration. 

Both X-430TF and X-800TF are equipped with a long-
lasting brushless motor: not only is it free from carbon 
dust and motor heat, but also maintenance-free and 
energy-efficient. An easy-clean, washable double 
filter system prevents hair and other debris from 
entering, and ensures maximum motor performance.

The X-430TF and X-800TF utilizes a 3-speed control, 
which is crucial in adjusting the superb air volume to 
fit pets of all sizes. A convenient timer feature allows 
for safe, unsupervised operation up to 3 hours, and 
serves as a hands-free option to speed up the drying 
process during the busiest hours; if time duration has 
not been set on the timer, the X-430TF and X-800TF 
may also be used continuously with no break.  

Combo package for X-430TF/X-800TF includes the 
430MDK/800MDK, which is designed to fit snugly on 
the dryer and direct air up to 3 cages simultaneously. 
The X-430TF/X-800TF may also be used without the 
MDK as an Air Mover, providing air circulation and 
surface drying, keeping floors safe and discouraging 
damp areas where bacteria may breed.

Unsupervised heated cage drying is extremely harmful, causing dehydration and threatening lives of our pets. 
XPOWER Cage Dryers only offer safe, room-temperature air—don’t forget to utilize the 3-hour timer and always 
monitor your pets!

WHY NOT HEATED AIR?
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XPOWER Professional Grooming Air Care Line
XPOWER provides professional groomers with not only a full line of high performance pet dryers and accessories, 
but also equipment and systems that help revitalize any pet-friendly environment and experience. Air purification 
systems, scented air movers and axial fans designed by XPOWER help grooming salons maintain a quality 
workspace, while supporting animal housing and care facilities in reaching an even higher standard for air quality 
and cleanliness. 

At XPOWER, we believe in creating winning partnerships that make it possible to keep your best customers and 
attract new business, allowing growth and prosperity. It is also our mission to give all pet professionals the power 
to actively pursue a healthier environment, and we are dedicated to serving the hardworking groomers, their 
customers, and last but not least—the pets. Let us help you meet the demands of the pet community, whether 
the focus is in employee welfare or customer satisfaction.

The XPOWER Professional Air Care Line is designed with six essentials, as displayed in the following illustration. 
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WHAT IS AIR CARE?

F°

Constant airflow results in 
airborne pollutants. XPOWER 
keeps the pollutants from 
making their way into expensive 
equipment, not to mention the 
lungs of customers, pets, and 
professionals. 

The relative humidity level in a 
bathing area rises rapidly with 
each wash. By keeping a leash 
on moisture, XPOWER allows 
dryers to recycle dry air and 
reduce drying time.

Odors travel faster in a grooming 
salon, where the temperature 
and air movement are higher. 
XPOWER can insert a pleasant 
scent to help enhance customer 
experience and improve client 
relations.

XPOWER increases efficiency of 
air filtration, dehumidification, 
scent diffusion, and drying 
process (surface drying) by 
circulating large quantities at a 
faster rate.

Damp areas are common in 
pet businesses, and are ideal 
breeding grounds for harmful 
microorganisms. XPOWER helps 
decrease the risk of bacteria 
and mold growth by drying 
wet surfaces quickly. 

The sun can be brutal on pets 
who are placed in outdoor 
areas. By combining moisture 
with strong airflow, XPOWER 
effectively delivers comfort to 
our furry friends.     

CLEAN AIR

HUMIDITY

ODORS COOLING

SURFACE DRYING

CIRCULATION
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NFR9
Nylon Mesh 

Filter
NFS13

Pleated
Media Filter CF15

Activated 
Carbon Filter HEPA35-33

HEPA 1.4” FIlter

X-2580 Compact HEPA Air Scrubber

X-2380 East Clean Air Scrubber

NFS13
Nylon Mesh 

Filter WF50
2” Thick

Washable FIlter

NFR9
Outer Nylon 
Mesh Filter

X-2380/X-2580

• 3-Stage Filtration System With 3 Washable Filters

• 2” Primary Pleated Filter Offers Outstanding Contaminant Control

• Suitable For Grooming Shops To Remove Airborne Hair

• 4-Stage Filtration System With 2 Washable Filters

• Activated Carbon Filter Absorbs Odors And HEPA Filter Captures Bacteria

• Superior Air Quality Solution For Animal Housing & Care Facilities
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FILTRATION
Utilizing a multi-stage air filtration system, the 
X-2380/X-2580 is able to capture not only larger 
particles like hair, but also micro particulates such 
as dander, allergens, odors, and even bacteria. 

CIRCULATION
The X-2380/X-2580 is equipped with a high torque 
motor that effectively pulls large quantities of air 
through multiple filters and delivers purified air 
back into the environment.

AIR FILTRATION

The XPOWER X-2380 and X-2580 Professional Air Scrubbers is a commercial-grade air purifying system, 
providing maximum air filtration to promote a healthier environment for all. 

Sharing the same space with pets might sound like heaven on earth due to our love for animals, but our 
adorable furry friends tend to involuntarily carry not-so-adorable microorganisms and pollutants which are 
prone to becoming airborne, causing us to suffer respiratory distress over long-term exposure. 

Although vacuuming is one way to maintain low levels of airborne pollutants, it isn’t enough to remove all 
of them—however, with the help of an air purifying system, managing the contaminated air becomes an 
easy task. 

The X-2380/X-2580 focuses on the following two factors to effectively capture airborne pollutants and 
deliver clean air:

The X-2380 is the fundamental air purifying system 
suited for grooming salons, where hair from 
clipping and deshedding are constantly airborne 
due to air movement from the drying process. It 
features a 3-stage filtration system, which includes 
two washable nylon mesh pre-filters to capture 
90% of medium to large pollutants like hair, and a 
third primary 2” pleated purifying filter with textured 
surface for outstanding contaminant control.

The X-2580 is the ultimate air purifying system for 
animal housing facilities and veterinary hospitals, 
where cross-contamination is a main concern. It 
features a 4-stage filtration system, which includes 
two washable nylon mesh pre-filters for larger 
particles, an activated carbon filter to adsorb 
odors in a sealed environment, and lastly, a 1.4” 
HEPA filter which effectively captures harmful 
particles and microorganisms including dander, 
allergens, and bacteria as miniscule as 0.3-micron.
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ASK1258DH15
8” x15’ POLYESTER 

DUCT HOSE
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N APDS-3/APDS-4

ACCESSORIES

APDS-3
• Suitable For All Grooming And 
   Animal Housing Facilities

• Provides Clean, Dry Environment & 
   Reduces Bacteria Growth

• Includes X-2580, XD-125, 8DH15,
   and ASK125

APDS-4
• Perfect Fit For Grooming Salons

• Increases Drying Efficiency And
   Improves Air Quality

• Includes X-2380, XD-125, 8DH15, 
   and ASK125
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The XPOWER APDS-3 and APDS-4 Air Purifying and Dehumidifying Systems is a little-known secret to reducing 
drying time in every grooming salon! 

We all understand that dryers vacuum from the surrounding environment to deliver air toward the pets that we 
are drying. If the environment is wet and steamy, it goes without question that dryers would also be delivering 
moisture back onto the pet. 

With XPOWER’s patented APDS design, you will not only be able to reduce drying time, but also feel the difference 
immediately. Both APDS-3 and APDS-4 have the two following main components:

XD-125 Dehumidifier
To dry efficiently in a grooming salon where 
moisture constantly migrates from the bathtub, 
the XD-125 Dehumidifier is crucial. In a standard 
testing condition of 80°F and 60% relative humidity, 
the XD-125 can extract 76 pints of water per day—
that’s 9.5 gallons of moisture, most of which goes 
back on the pet through the dryer! 

X-2580/X-2380 Air Scrubber
The XD-125 works in conjunction with X-2580 and 
X-2380 Air Scrubbers to form APDS-3 and APDS-
4, respectively. The air must be free of pollutants 
like wet hair, to prevent the XD-125 from being 
clogged up—our patented APDS utilizes the 
X-2580/X-2380 to filter and deliver clean, wet air 
through a duct to the XD-125, which removes 
the “wetness” and brings clean, dry air back 
into the environment.

HUMID DIRTY AIR

HUMID CLEAN AIR

Ducting Hose

Air Scrubber

Dehumidifier

CLEAN DRY AIR

AIR PURIFYING &
DEHUMIDIFYING SYSTEM
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The XPOWER FM-48 Misting Fan is our newest 
addition to the XPOWER Air Care Line, designed 
to fit the demand of animal housing facilities for 
a portable and affordable
option to bring comfort to pets.

During the spring and summer when the sun can be 
relentless, it is important to stay hydrated and find 
shade where you can; and with pets, it’s no different. 

On a hot day, many people have become 
accustomed to staying indoors with the air 
conditioning on. However, a big part of raising 
a happy, healthy pet is to give them access to 
the outdoors, where they are free to exercise, 
take in 
fresh air, and receive stimulation. 

The FM-48 perfectly complements any outdoor 
area to pet boarding and animal care facilities 
where pets are free to roam safely, providing 
additional comfort while they play.

Setup is quick and easy—simply plug in the 
power, and attach to a standard garden 
faucet to produces a thin mist; combined with 
the directed airflow, the Misting Fan is able to 
cool the environment, ensuring that our furry 
friends can enjoy themselves in the heat!

FM-48
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P-150N, P-260NT

The XPOWER P-150N and P-260NT Scented 
Air Movers are among the many innovative 
XPOWER products, and is the perfect 
harmony designed to dry damp surfaces 
quickly, improve your business ambience, 
and elevate your mood.

Maintaining good air quality is important 
in grooming salons and animal housing 
facilities, and requires cleaning with liquids 
to remove bacteria from surfaces and 
reduce odors.

After cleaning, surfaces may be damp for 
longer than preferred, inviting bacteria 
and mold to settle and grow. To prevent 
this, a method to dry quickly and effectively 
is vital.

The P-150NT/P-260NT is just the right tool to complement the 
cleaning process; equipped with a high torque, brushless 
motor, it’s able to deliver a large volume of directed air to 
effectively remove moisture and speed up evaporation. The 
P-260NT has an additional 3-hour timer option to allow for 
smooth operation in a busy business.

CIRCULATION

THE P-150N/P-260NT ALSO HAVE TWO ADDITIONAL FEATURES:
Patented Refillable Scent Diffusing cartridge
Inserts a pleasant scent to give your customers 
an improved experience. 

Negative Ion Generator
Releases negative ions to increase flow of 
oxygen and improve your mood. 

Fragrances
Citrus Bliss
Grapefruit
Fresh Breeze
Key Lime
Lavender Vanilla
... more to come soon!

Surface DryingOdor Control
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SURFACE DRYING
The X-34TR is the best option for drying floors in an 
enclosed space; by directing airflow downward, 
the movement of the air covers the entire floor, 
walls, and ceiling. This positioning of the X-34TR 
dries all damp areas, preventing mold and 
bacteria growth.

CIRCULATION
Utilizing a versatile rotation provided by the rack 
stand, the X-34TR can direct a strong airflow in any 
direction up to 60 feet, increasing air movement 
and improving efficiency of air scrubbers, 
dehumidifiers, and even air conditioning systems 
to quickly distribute cooled air.
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Corner Angle
Airflow

60 Feet of
Air Flow

Downward 
Angle Airflow

Center Angle
Airflow

X-34TR

The XPOWER X-34TR Axial Fan is the ultimate professional utility fan, which increases rate of air 
circulation to cool and dry the environment as well as improve overall efficiency in air filtration.

The X-34TR has a conventional fan design with a convenient 3-hour timer option as well as a 
rack stand which allows 360° rotation, offering you benefits in the following two categories:
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XPOWER Retail Pet Dryer Line
XPOWER provides pet parents like you with a series of high-quality tools that’s essential to DIY pet grooming. 
Every year, more resources on improving the quality of our pets are made available, helping us better 
understand the needs of our pets. Although it seems that love and attention is all we need to give, what’s also 
equally important is grooming, which has the following benefits:

Good grooming is more than just making your pet pretty. Let XPOWER help you and your pet share this unique 
experience, by providing you with the right tool to meet this challenge effectively! 

STRENGTHEN CONNECTION
Your pet feels a little more loved with every 
minute you spend with them. You can strengthen 
this connection by incorporating more aspects 
of pet grooming within the comfort of a safe 
environment.

REDUCE ANXIETY
Despite the professional groomer’s skills in 
comforting pets, your pet loves you too much 
not to suffer separation anxiety,.  With the right 
tools, you can be right beside your pet every 
step of the way. 

IMPROVE HEALTH
You are more aware of your pet’s overall condition 
when you groom them regularly, giving you an 
opportunity to prevent skin diseases and other 
irritations.

SAVE MONEY
Although professional grooming services can 
be more than expected, veterinary services 
are even higher. DIY grooming improves your 
pet’s emotional and physical health, lowering 
hospital costs.

1
3

2
4
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2 Speed Switch

Colors Available:

greenpurple pink

Colors Available:

greenpurple pink

Vacuum

Vacuum

2 Speed Switch
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B-2

• Most Affordable High-Quality Dryer For 
   DIY Pet Grooming

• Best Suited For Small To Medium Breeds

• Produces A Safe, Motor-Heated Airflow

• High-Performance Force Dryer For
   DIY Pet Grooming

• Best Suited For Small To Medium-
   Large Breeds

• Produces A Safe, Motor-Heated Airflow
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The XPOWER B-55 Home Pet Dryer is your most 
affordable option to achieving professional grooming 
results at home! Featuring over 3X of air pressure and 
volume of human hair dryers, the B-55 can efficiently 
dry small to medium breeds. 

The B-55 generates motor-heated air that is safe for 
your pet’s skin, yet features a powerful, lightweight 
and energy efficient 920-watt motor with 2 speed 
settings, giving you the ability to dry your pet with 
ease. 

The B-55 comes with 3 nozzle accessories, and multi-
functions as a handy, small-capacity vacuum for 
convenient cleanup after washing and drying, as well 
as a dryer for a variety of surfaces. An included DIY 
Pet Styling Guide provides step-by-step instructions for 
grooming your pet.

The B-55 includes a 1 year warranty for home use only, 
which does not cover usage in a professional setting. 
Available in Pink, Green, and Purple.   

The XPOWER B-2 Household Pet Dryer is the all-around 
family blower for pet drying, designed for the pet 
owner who struggles at home trying to dry that petite 
Maltese or the Golden Retriever after a bath, who is 
soaked and impossible to dry with a hand-held human 
dryer. 

The B-2 is dual purpose, functioning as a small 
capacity clean-up vacuum without the need for 
additional parts or bags, and also multi-functions 
for other DIY tasks such as surface drying and dust 
removal. Its lightweight and rugged design makes the 
B-2 portable and durable, and its versatility makes it 
the perfect addition to the family toolbox. 

The B-2’s powerful, high velocity 2-HP motor produces 
warm airflow and noise levels below industry norms, 
and is also energy-efficient. The B-2 includes a 1 year 
warranty for home use only, which does not cover 
usage in a professional setting. Available in Pink, 
Green, and Purple. 
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Packing over 500 watts of power and triple the air 
volume/velocity of “human” hair dryers, the XPOWER 
B-53 Multi-Purpose Dryer can quickly and efficiently dry 
your small pet as well as perform a variety of functions, 
which are normally accomplished by larger and more 
costly equipment. 

With its 8 included attachment nozzles, the B-53 is 
capable of numerous applications including pet drying, 
car detailing, electronics cleaning, household dusting, 
and even inflating your mattress so that you can get a 
good rest after completing all the above tasks! 

Colors Available:
greenpurple pinkMulti-Purpose Use:

2 Speed Switch
B-53
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Accessories

Multiple Dry Kit - 430MDK
(X-430TF, X-800TF)

XPOWER MDK allows airflow to be routed to up to 
three separate cages or positions simultaneously. 
It consists of an adapter, three 4.5 ft wide and 8 
ft long high-quality flexible vinyl hoses and three 
control gates. The MDK is secured to cage dryers 
by removable adapter screws for a thigh fit and to 
allow quick assembly.

The Wall Mount Arm for XPOWER 
Finishing Dryers serves as one of 
two options to conserve space 
in a grooming salon, and is 
mounted on a wall to improve 
workflow between grooming 
stations in a tighter space. 

The Table Mount Arm for XPOWER 
Finishing Dryers serves as one 
of two options to conserve 
space in a grooming salon. By 
eliminating the stand, you enjoy 
more mobility at the grooming 
station while you work.

Wall Mount
(B-3, B-4, B-8, B-8s, B-24,

B-25, & B-27)

The uniquely designed XPOWER WMK Wall Mount 
bracket mounts the unit securely to a wall, freeing 
up valuable floor and table space. After drying, the 
wall mount provide a snap on hose station with slots 
for accessories as well as an electrical cord organizer 
to keep everything neat.

Adjustable Stand SMK-2 and SCA
(B-3, B-4, B-8, B-8s, B-24, B-25, & B-27)

The adjustable SMK-2 Stand includes an adjustable 
(34”-49”) spring assisted shaft and expanded base 
diameter for optimized stability. A tool-free swing 
latch locks the dryer unit securely on the stand cradle 
and easily unlocks to slide dryer from the stand.

Additional features include an accessory station 
which accommodates up to 4 attachment nozzles 
and 2 hanger hooks for dryer hose placement. 

The XPOWER SCA is a rigid extension arm with 360° 
rotatable nozzle, and can be used with the SMK-2 to 
offer a mobile hands-free option.

Conceptual Applications

Wall Mount Arm
(B-16, B-16S)

Table Mount Arm
(B-16, B-16S)
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Air Scrubbers
MODEL X-2380 X-2580
VOLTS/CYCLE 115 Volt/ 60 Hertz 115 Volt/ 60 Hertz
POWER 1/2 HP 1/2 HP
AMP DRAW 2.8 A (Hi-Speed) 2.8A (Hi-Speed)
RATED AIRFLOW 550 CFM 550 CFM
SPEEDS 5 Speed 5 Speed
RPM (LOW-HIGH) 750 - 2,950 RPM 750 - 2,950 RPM
UNIT WEIGHT 23 lbs. 23.6 lbs.
UNIT DIMENSIONS (LxWxH) 16.6”x10.4”x18.9” 16.6”X10.4”X18.9”
CORD LENGTH 13 ft. 13 ft. 
HOUSING ABS ABS
FILTER SYSTEM 3 Stage 4 Stage

1ST STAGE FILTER NFR9 - 9” Washable 
Outer Nylon Mesh Filter

NFR9 - 9” Washable 
Outer Nylon Mesh Filter

2ND STAGE FILTER
NFS13 - 13” x 13” 

Washable Nylon Mesh 
Filter

NFR13 - 13” x 13” Washable 
Nylon Mesh Filter

3RD STAGE FILTER WF50 -13” x 13”  2” Thick 
Washable Filter

CF15 - 13” x 13”  1.4” Thick 
Activated Carbon Filter

4TH STAGE FILTER - HEPA35 - 33 13”x13” 1.4” Thick
HEPA Filter

FILTER CHANGE LIGHT Yes Yes
SAFETY CERTIFICATION ETL/CETL ETL/CETL

Commercial Dehumidifier
MODEL NO. XD-125

WATER REMOVAL 
CAPACITY

76 Pints/ Day at AHAM
(80°F, 60% RH)

TYPE Standard Refrigerant (R410A)
VOLTS/HERTZ 115V/ 60Hz
AMP DRAW 7.3A
RATED AIRFLOW 235 CFM
SPEED 1 Speed
OPERATING RANGE 33° - 100°F (1° - 38° C)
UNIT WEIGHT 81 lbs
UNIT DIMENSIONS (LxWxH) 20”x19”x32”
FILTER High Airflow Filter (HAF)
CORD LENGTH 25 ft.
HOUSING Roto Mold Polyethylene
DRAIN HOSE LENGTH 20 ft.
SAFETY CERTIFICATIONS ETL / CETL

XPOWER Products
Pro Line Force Dryers

MODEL B-4 B-24 B-8 B-8s B-25 B-27
VOLTS/CYCLE 115V/60Hz 115V/60Hz 115V/60Hz 115V/60Hz 115V/60Hz 115V/60Hz
POWER 3 HP 3 HP 4 HP 4 HP 4 HP 6 HP
MOTOR SINGLE BRUSH SINGLE BRUSH BRUSHLESS SR BRUSHLESS SR DOUBLE BRUSH DOUBLE BRUSH
AMP DRAW 10A 12A 12A 15A 12A 19A
RATED AIRFLOW 120CFM 150CFM 150CFM 150CFM 160CFM 180CFM
SPEEDS Variable Variable Variable Variable Variable Variable
HEATING ELEMENT n/a 2 Settings Variable Variable n/a n/a
UNIT WEIGHT 10.8 lbs 8.8 lbs 12.3 lbs 12.5 lbs 12.3 lbs 13.0 lbs
UNIT DIMENSIONS (LxWxH) 14”x6.5”x9.5” 14”x6.3”x9.2” 17.2”x6.3”x9.8” 17.2”x6.3”x9.8” 17.7”x6.3”x9.3” 17.7”x6.3”x9.3”
CORD LENGTH 10’ 10’ 10’ 10’ 10’ 10’
FILTER SYSTEM Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
STYLING NOZZLES 4 3 3 3 3 3
HOUSING ABS ABS ABS ABS ABS ABS + PC
SAFETY CERTIFICATION ETL/CETL ETL/CETL ETL/CETL - ETL/CETL -

Cage Dryers
MODEL X-430TF X-800TF
VOLTS/CYCLE 115V/60Hz 115V/60Hz
POWER 1/3 HP 3/4 HP
MOTOR Induction Induction
AMP DRAW 3.8A 7.5A
RATED AIRFLOW 2000CFM 3200CFM
SPEEDS 3 3
UNIT WEIGHT 17 lbs 24.8 lbs
UNIT DIMENSIONS (LxWxH) 13.9”x14.8”x14.6” 15.9”x17.5”x18.5”
CORD LENGTH 20’ 25’
3-HR TIMER Yes Yes
FILTER SYSTEM Yes Yes
MDK COMPATIBLE 430MDK 800MDK
HOUSING ABS ABS
SAFETY CERTIFICATION ETL/CETL ETL/CETL

Stand Dryers
MODEL B-16 B-16s
VOLTS/CYCLE 115V/60Hz 115V/60Hz
POWER 1/4 HP 1/4 HP
MOTOR Brushless DC Brushless DC
AMP DRAW 12A 15A
RATED AIRFLOW 300CFM 300CFM
SPEEDS Variable Variable
HEATING ELEMENT Variable Variable
ANION SWITCH Yes Yes
UNIT WEIGHT 17.2 lbs 18.2 lbs
UNIT DIMENSIONS (LxWxH) 34.5”x25”x60” 34.5”x25”x60”
CORD LENGTH 13’ 13’
FILTER SYSTEM Yes Yes
HOUSING ABS ABS+PC
SAFETY CERTIFICATION ETL/CETL -
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Scented Air Movers
MODEL NO. P-150N
VOLTS/HERTZ 115V / 60Hz
MOTOR 1/8 HP
POWER 1.5 A
RATED AIRFLOW 500 CFM
SPEEDS 3 Speed
CORD LENGTH 10 ft.
OPERATING POSITIONS 0°, 20°, 45°, 90°
STACKABLE Yes
UNIT WEIGHT 9.1 lbs.
UNIT DIMENSIONS (LxWxH) 10.7” x 12.4” x 13.3”
HOUSING PP
SAFETY CERTIFICATIONS ETL / CETL

Scented Beads
FRAGRANCE Fresh Breeze Lavender Vanilla Key Lime

8OZ SB-FB-D08 SB-LV-D08 SB-KL-N08
 All Scented Air Mover Models included a 2 oz. Fragranced Bead Sample

Misting Fan
MODEL NO. FM-48
VOLTS/HERTZ 115V/ 60Hz
POWER 144 W
AMP DRAW 1.2 A
MOTOR Induction Motor
RATED AIRFLOW 600 CFM
SPEEDS 3 Speed
DAISY CHAIN YES (GFCI)
Garden HOSE ADAPTOR Yes
CORD LENGTH  7' ft.
OPERATING POSITIONS 210°
UNIT WEIGHT 10.1 lbs.
UNIT DIMENSIONS (LXWXH) 13.3" x 12.3" x 15.2"
HOUSING PP
SAFETY CERTIFICATION ETL / CETL

Retail Grooming Equipment
MODEL B-53 B-55 B-2
VOLTS/CYCLE 120/60Hz 115V/60Hz 115V/60Hz
POWER 3/4 HP 2 HP 2 HP
MOTOR BRUSH MOTOR BRUSH MOTOR BRUSH MOTOR
AMP DRAW 4.5A 8A 8A
RATED AIRFLOW 90CFM 100CFM 100CFM
SPEEDS 2 2 2
HEATING ELEMENT NO NO NO
UNIT WEIGHT 2.3 lbs. 4.8 lbs. 7.6 lbs.
UNIT DIMENSIONS (LxWxH) 6.75”x3.82”x7.22” 10.3”x5.2”x8” 13”x6”x9”
CORD LENGTH 10’ 5’ 10’
FILTER SYSTEM YES YES YES
STYLING NOZZLES 9 3 6
HOUSING ABS ABS ABS

AVAILABLE COLORS Purple,  
Pink, Green

Purple,  
Pink, Green

Purple,  
Pink, Green

SAFETY CERTIFICATION ETL/CETL ETL/CETL ETL/CETL

Professional Axial Fans
MODEL NO. X-34TR
VOLTS/HERTZ 115V / 60Hz
POWER 1/4 HP
AMP DRAW 1.6 A
RATED AIRFLOW 1720 CFM
MOTOR Induction Motor
SPEEDS Variable
CORD LENGTH 10 ft.

OPERATING POSITIONS
360° Rotation

(10” Height Rack 
Included)

STACKABLE Yes
3 HOUR TIMER Yes
UNIT WEIGHT 15.3 lbs
UNIT DIMENSIONS (LxWxH) 18.6” x 9.4”x 19.2”
HOUSING ABS
SAFETY CERTIFICATIONS ETL / CETL
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